
      Item  (include size or modifications)                                   Color Price

Sub-total

Shipping

Total

Year______________ Make_____________ Model ____________ Tail Number _____________ Color ____________

Modifications to the plane that would affect the fit of the cover:_________________________________________

Name ____________________________ Telephone ______________  Email ___________________________

Company ________________________________

Street _________________________________ City ________________ State/Province _________

Method of Payment ______ Credit Card Number ______________________  Expires ______/______

OTHER COMMENTS
-
-
-
-

We cover all antenna except for
the large Ram’s Horn (flying V)
for which we build the cover
around its base. If you have an
outside air temperature probe,
please measure for it as well.

 Is it offset to the left or right of the center line?  If so, please indicate left or
right and measure the distance from the center line. Example ( L 3”)

What is the distance from the top center of the windshield to the front of
the base of the antenna  (measuring straight back on the center line)?

What is the length of the base?

What is the width of the base?

What is the length of the antenna (from base to tip)?

Always use the top center of the
windshield as your reference point.

#1 #2 #3 #4

Draw any antenna not pictured

Kennon Aircraft Covers Order Form

What type of object?  A, B, C, D, E,  Outside Air Temp (OAT) or ADF, Other

Please provide antenna and OAT
measurements when ordering a cabin

cover for a Low Wing Aircraft.
Provide OAT measurement when ordering

a high wing cabin cover.

Kennon Aircraft Covers
2071 North Main Street

Sheridan, WY 82801
 Phone toll free 800-356-0809

 Phone 307-674-6498 FAX 307-674-7182
http://www.kennoncovers.com
kennon@kennoncovers.com

Zip _____________
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Kennon Cabin Covers

Cabin Covers for Both High-Wing and Low-Wing Aircraft

Kennon Products has created an anti-grit lined cabin cover, made out of Weathermax material.  
Weathermax is a light silver colored, polymer material designed specifically for outdoor use.  It is 
extremely UV resistant, reflects the heat and is extremely resistant to fading and color loss.  This fabric is 
breathable, abrasion resistant and eliminates sagging.  The anti-grit lining has a static-dissipating feature 
which helps to reduce the static that attracts dust and other foreign material which can cause 
scratches.  The Weathermax cabin covers are six times more durable than acrylic canvas covers and 
the seams are sewn with Tenara thread, which is much more durable than traditional polyester threads.  
Covers can be trimmed in a variety of colors and also include the aircrafts N number on the side.

Cabin covers are made for most general aviation aircraft, including Aeronca, Bellanca, Beechcraft, 
Cessna, Cirrus, Grumman, Maule, Mooney, Piper, and many others.  Check our website: 
www.kennoncovers.com for further information or to find your type of aircraft.



Access Door Diagram

Side View

 

1. ___________________________________   4. __________________________________

2.   Top center to over the side:                   5. __________________________________

3. ___________________________________   6.      Pilot   or  Copilot (circle one) 



Access Door Diagram
Twin Engine - Co-Pilot Side

Top View

 

1. ___________________________________   4. __________________________________

2. ___________________________________   5.   Left  or  Right Side      (choose one)  

3. ___________________________________   



Access Door Diagram
Twin Engine - Pilot Side

Top View

 

1. ___________________________________   4. __________________________________

2. ___________________________________   5.   Left  or  Right Side      (choose one)  

3. ___________________________________   



Trim Colors

Kennon Trim Colors

Burgundy Jockey Red

Orange Yellow

True Brown

Pacific Blue

Captain Navy

Black

Forest Green

Toast

Sky Blue

Mediterranean Blue

Charcoal Grey
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